
 

 

June 13, 2017 

 

ADDENDUM NO. 1 TO ALL BIDDERS 
 
 

Invitation For Bid: IFB #2018-01-HRCP II Tri-Axles 

. 

 
The following questions and answers are provided to all bidders: 
 
Question:  

Please advise the Paint type, color, identification number? 

 

Answer:  Topcoat color: Blue (RAL 5002) or Pantone -18-4029 are acceptable 

 

Question: 

Does HRCP II have the ability to unstack the chassis or are these meant to be delivered as singles? 

 

Answer:  Yes 

 

Question: 

POV Logo- Can you please elaborate on this? What does POV stand for (Port of Virginia?) and who will 

be furnishing the logo and where should logos be placed-Logo specs/guidelines? 

Answer:  See Attachment for POV Logo 

Question: 

Decals 

20’-HRCZXXXXXX-Who will be providing decals? – The supplier – HRCZ320000-320099 

40’-HRCZ/HRCA- can you please advise when should HRCA decal be used vs the HRCZ prefix? Who 

will be providing decals? – HRCZ is the prefix -   Decal provided by the supplier HRCZ340000-340099 

 

Answer: see above 

Question: 

Do you want us to multiply the lease rate x the 5yr term ie 1825 days and quote a gross dollar figure 

per unit and then times it by 100 units? 

Answer: Not necessary. We just need the daily rate 
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Question: 

 

Expected Delivery: There are 103 days between June 20, 2017-September 30, 2017, if the contract is 

awarded after the 20th of June 2017 will HRCP II will the expected delivery date change to give needed 

time to meet all specification? 

Answer:  We are flexible with the delivery date, but would prefer these assets at Oct 31 at the latest 

Question: 

Insurance: Please specify what insurance HRCP II will carry on lease chassis    

Answer:  HRCP has a primary liability insurance layer in the amount of Ten Million Dollars, and Excess 

Liability Policy with limits of Twenty-Five Million Dollars.  

Question: 

Preventive maintenance: please explain, the contractor shall provide necessary preventive maintenance, 

will this be a HRCP II action? 

Answer:  N/A 

Question: 

Product Support: will contractor provide all parts and tires at HRCP II expense. 

Answer:  HRCP supplies all parts 

Question: 

Final Inspection: at the end of the 5 year lease will there be a joint inspection between contractor and 

HRCP II and all repairs are completed at HRCP II expense?   

Answer:  Yes. Joint inspection will be required with termination in Norfolk 

 

Question: 

 

For the Attachment A – on price – we typically quote a daily per diem rate for leases.  As in most cases 

for a lease there is usually a 2-3 month build up period in which we deliver the equipment to Norfolk 

and then the 5 year term lease starts.   In this Bid, do you want us to multiply the lease rate x the 5yr 

term ie 1825 days and quote a gross dollar figure per unit and then times it by 100 units  

Answer:  We will use the build-up period but it’s only necessary to quote the daily rate. 

 

 

Note: A signed acknowledgement of this addendum must be received with your bid. Signature on this 
addendum does not substitute for your signature on the original bid document. The original bid document 
must be signed.  
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Very truly yours,  

     
Marissa Blanco 
Procurement Analyst 

    
 
Name of Firm  
 
 
    

Signature/Title  

    

Date  
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